On the Periods of Integrals on Algebraic Manifolds by Griffiths, Phillip A.
ON THE PERIODS OF INTEGRALS ON ALGEBRAIC 
MANIFOLDS": 
Tliis is a summary of some results in the transcendental theory of algebraic 
varieties. Tlie problem is to analyze the periods, as functio~is of the para- 
meters, in an algebraic family of algebraic manifolds. The following is a 
brief outline of this work. 
Given an algebraic manifold V in a projective space P,, we construct 
tlie period matrix space D= D, of all possible period matrices for the pritn- 
itive harmonic q-forms on manifolds homeoinorphic to V. It turns out 
tliat D is an open homoge~ieous complex manifold, which is sometimes a 
Cartan domain, and on which there is a p-convex polarization giving rise 
to  antomorphic coliomology but, in general, riot automorphic forms. In 
case g = 2/72 + 1 is odd, D,,,,,, is a parameter space for complex tori with 
a certain r-convex polarization (r = h2"'.'+ h2"'-2 + .+.). The torus 
H2n l+  1 (v,R)/H~'"'+'(v, Z) = T,,(V) is naturally a complex torus with I.-convex 
polarizatioil and the period matrix of V gives the same point in D,,,,,, 
as T,,,(V). (T,,f(V) is generally not Weil's higher Jacobian.) Finally, there 
is tiaturally defined a properly discontinuous group I7 of analytic auto- 
morpliisms of D such that M = D/T is at1 a~ialytic space and then Vdefines 
a unique point @(V) E M .  
Now let {K], be an algebraic family of varieties V ,  c P, such tliat V 
belongs to the family. Tlie period matrix mappirig @: B -t M is defined by 
@(t) = @(V,), provided T/, is non-singular. It is proved that, even though 
periods of (p, q) forms are involved, (D is holomorpliic. In partcular, T,,(V,) 
varies analytically witli t . The rank of the Jacobiati matrix of (1) is computed 
coho~nologically and it is shown, e.g., tliat tlie periods give local moduli 
for a wide class of varieties. 
To study the global nature of (I), it is shown that tlie periods 011 6 iiiay 
be given by periods of algebraic integrals Tliis involves a generalized 
residue calculus. 
Once we have shown that the periods are represented by algebraic ititegraIs, 
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we introduce the differential equations of the periods. Having discussed 
the formal properties of these differential equations, we show that the 
periods satisfy an equation with r eg~~ la r  singular points. This gives an 
asymptotic estimate on the pericds of V, as V, -t V, where Vo is singular. 
It is shown that the group of the differential equation is generated by (es- 
sentially) unipotent matrices. 
Applying these results to the period mapping (f,(t), we find that, as 
-t V,, @(t) tends to a unique point @(O) in b modulo T. Furthermore, 
@(O) is a fixed point of a rational unipotent element in the automorphism 
group of D. 
As an application of the col~tillrtity theorem above, we see that, in certain 
cases, @ gives either a holomorphic or rational mapping into a compacti- 
fication M4' of M. This gives then i~iforlnatioll on moduli of curves, X3 
surfaces, cubic threefolds, etc. 
Other applications (not discussed below) are to nlapping problems in 
several complex variables (generalizing Picard's theorem), differentials of 
the second kind, and the cohomology of affine varieties. 
1. Construction of the Period Matrix and Moclular Varieties 
Let V, be a differentiable 2n-manifold and w E H2(V,, Z) a col~omology 
class. We suppose that there is a polarized algebraic rnanifold V whose 
underlying C" rnanifold is V,,, and whose polarizing cycle is w; that is to 
say, over V there is a positive ~zoloi~zor~hic'line birndle L-t  V and thechar- 
acteristic class of L is o. 
For 0 < q 5 n the primitive coho~nology Hq(V), .= E HYV, C) such 
that ~ " - ~ + ' 4  = 0) is a vector space defined over the rationals Q 
and HP(V,C) = c ~ ~ ~ H ~ ~ ~ ~ ( v ) ~  (LefscI~etz decompositiotz), so that we can 
recoverH'"V, C)  from the HYV), . On HYV), there is a non-singular bilinear 
form: Q(4, $1 = cq Jvwn-q4tb, where cq is a suitable constant. 
The complex structure on V gives the Hoclge decomposition: 
where HVrBr(V), = H:-'" are the primitive classes of type (q - r, r ) .  We 
have that Q(H:-'", H;"-") = 0 for s # r and Q(H:-'lr, i?$-',') is either posi- 
tive or negative definite, written Q(H;-"'*, R:-'") > 0, depending on q and r. 
Let now Sr = H:.' + ... +- Hz-',' so SO c S' c ... c Sf c Hq(V), 
(r = [GI). Then we have defined a point Q = [s~,s~, . . . , s ' ]  in a 
flag manifold 9 = F(V,, w) and each polarized algebraic strl-~cture (V, L) 
on (V,, w) defines a (non-unique) point Q(V) in 9. 
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The flags R(V) are subject to two bilinear relations: 
(i) Q(Sr,Sr) = 0 ( r  + 912); 
(ii) Q(s~/s~- ' ,S~/S~- ' )  > 0. 
In (ii), for example, S 2 / ~ '  is the s~tbspace of S2 defined by S2/S1 = 
(6 E S2 such that Q(4,S1) = 0). 
Welet X be the flags R satisfying (i) and D the flags satisfying (i) and (ii). 
Theorem. Let G be the grolrp of real linear transformations of 
HYV), which preserve Q. Then G acts transitively on  D with colizpact 
isotropy group so that  D = GIN where G is  n real sirlzple L i e  group and 
H is  tlie centralizer of a torus i n  G. 
Remarks. I t  is also shown that the complex group G" of all linear trans- 
formations on HYV), which preserve Q acts transitively on X, and thus 
D is an open G-orbit on a homogeneoils algebraic manifold. 
It may be seen that D is a coordinate free manner of describing all possible 
period matrices for the primitive q-forms on polarized algebraic manifoIds 
(V ,  L) with underlying (V,, w) . 
There is naturally defined an arithmetic subgroup I? c G,  where I' con- 
tains all automorphisms of HYV), induced by homeomorphisms of V, 
which preserve o. The complex manifold D is called the period nzatrix 
space and the analytic variety M = D/T is the nzodular variety. The po- 
larized algebraic manifold (V ,  L) with underlying (V,,w) defines a unique 
point @(V) E M .  
Theorem. Given (V ,  L) anrl (V', L') wit11 the  sarne underlying 
(V,,o), @(V) = @(V') i f ,  and  on l y  if, tlzere is n polarization preseruing 
korneomorphisrn f :  V -+ V' sirch tha t  the  graplz Gr E H,,,(V x V1,Z) is  of 
t ype  ( n , n ) -  
For q = 1, D is a Siege1 upper half space and @(V) is the point deter- 
mined by the Jacobi~rn  uariety T,(V). This generalizes as follows: Let D, 
be the period matrix space for Hq(V), and D(,,,, = Dl x x D,,,+,. We 
introduce the notion of a p-con vex polarization to be a conlplex manifold 
W together with a line bundle E -, W whose characteristic class w is locally 
o = - xu,,, hE,,dza A dgP where H = (ha,,) is a non-singular Hermitian 2 
I' . 
matrix with p negative eigenvalues; thus 'AHA = I . I - 1  
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for suitable A.  Concerning the real torus H~"'+'(v~,R)/H~"~+~(T/~,Z) 
= T,,,(Vm), we have : 
Theorem. Giueiz (V, L) wi th  under ly ing  (V,, o), there exists a colnplex 
s trucfure T,,,(V) on  T,,,(V,) such t h a t :  (i) T,,(V) has a translation-inuariailt 
p-convex polarization for  sorne p (itz fact,  p = lz2"'" + h2"'-273 4- ... ); 
(ii) T',,(V) with its polarization is fi lnctorial; (iii) T,,,(V) varies analy t ica l ly  
with V .  
Remarks. T,,,(V) is generally not Weil's higher Jacobian J,,,(V); J,,(V) 
does not vary analytically with V. For example, if 171 = I , T,,,(V) = J,,,(V) 
if, and only if, H~~~ = 0 or H ' I ~  = 0. 
Theorem. D(,,, is natura l ly  a parameter space for  conzplex tori wi th 
p-convex polarization, nnd  Q(V) = (R,(V), ..., R,,,,, ,(I/)) is the  point i n  
D(,,,, corresponding to T,,(V). 
Remarks. A zero-convex polarization on T,,,(V) is an ordinary polari- 
zation; in this case we have tketa-fzr~zctions (sections of L), rnotlular f o r m s  
derived from theta nullwerte, etc. For a p-convex polarization, we have 
theta cohornology HP(T,,,(V), L) and n ~ o d u l a r  cohoi~1olog)1. 
For q = 2, D = D2 is the space of period matrices for the holomorphic 
2-forms on V. If 1z = h2'0 and k = 116.' (= 1zl.l - I), then: 
whereS0(2h, k) is the real group of Q = ( ) We observe that 
D is bounded symmetric domain if, and only if, 11 = 11 = 1. 
Theorem. D lzas a na tura l  G-inunriant p-convex polarization where L 
is the canonical bundle (canonical  fttcror o f a u t o m o r p h y )  n n d p  = (h2  - h)/2. 
Remarks. Thus, instead of automorphic forms for D under T, we find, 
at least when DIT is compact, autotnorphic collornology in dimension p. 
It seems q~rite likely, although it is not proved yet, that there will be auto- 
morphic cohomology on D/T in general. 
In fact, this brings up one of the central questions our s t ~ ~ d y  has raised: 
In two instances above, we have started with an algebraic object (polarized 
algebraic manifold), performed natural constructions, and ended LIP with 
p-convex polarized complex manifolds which have cohomology i n  dimension 
p instead of sections. Now what is the meaning of this cohomology to the 
geometric problems which gave rise to it? 
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For example, M = D / r  can be compactified to a Hausdorff topological 
space M':', and there is some evidence that M ' q s  an analytic space (but 
not an algebraic variety) in which M is Zariski open. However, it will cer- 
tairily be necessary to understand the modular coho~iiology in order to make 
sense out of this. 
To bespecific for a moment, let H,, be the Siege1 upper space in genus n 
and r,, the modular group. Tlieti M I  = H,,/r, is the modular variety for 
the periods of the holomorphic I-forms on nor~nally polarized abelian 
varieties. The modular variety for the periods of the holomorphic 2-forms 
is: 
M2 has a 1)-convex polarization where p > 0 if rz 2 3.  Now there is aa  
embedding M I  + M ,  (since tlie periods of the 2-forms determine the periods 
of the 1-forms); we may ask what is the relation of the modular cohonioIogy 
on M, to the modular forms 011 M I .  
2. Local St~rdy of the Period Mapping 
Suppose now that we have an algebraic fanlily {I:), ,, of poIarized 
algebraic manifolds; to be precise, suppose that we are given irreducible, 
co~iiplete projective varieties V, B and a regular mapping V 5 B such that 
V, = x - l ( t )  is a non-singular algebraic matiifold for t a general point on B. 
For our purposes, we may assume that V, B are non-singular and we let 
S c B be those t E B st1c11 that n: does not have maximal rank aIong K. 
Then {Tf,),,,-, is an algebraic family, which is topologically a fibre bundle. 
We let (V, L) be tlie polarized algebraic manifold which is a fixed general 
member of {V,),,,-, . 
Let M = D / r  bc the tnodirlar variety associated to the periods of the 
primitive (1-forms on V. There is tlie period mapping: 
given by: (lj(t) = (i)(V,) is the period matrix of the primitive q-forms on I/,. 
Now (I)(t) involves the periods of the general ((1-r, r) forms on Tf,; these 
periods tliemsclvcs are not analytic functions of t ,  but we can show: 
Theorem. The period r~ioppirlg (1) i s  holo~noi-ph ic. 
Remarks. More precisely, let {Vr),,,(A= polycylinder) be a tliSfe~.ei~ r a ble 
far~iily of algebraic manifolds i n  the sense of Kodaira-Spencer. If t o  E A  
and t l ,  -.., 1"' arc local holomorphic coordinates around t o ,  there is de- 
fined the Koc1crii.n-Speizcer tilapping: 
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Then, if p -- = 0 for all to ,  it follows that cD is holomorphic. (A) 
The Kodaira-Spencer 111apping p measures to what extent the family 
{1/,},,, contains analytically distinct varieties; e.g., if p is injective, then 
the family is effectively par.anzetrizecl. 
Suppose now that V = Yo as above. The contraction O @ SIVr-t Q"-'-~ 
induces a C L I P  pr.ocluct: 
Using the Dolbea~rl t  isornor.plzism, we get: 
and, beca~~se  w have a polarized family, we have 
Theorem. T h e r e  is a rzatrrr.cr1 isomorplzism 
TI~v ) (M)  HOm(Ht-r,', H;-r- l , r +  1 
OSrSUq- 1)/21 
1. 
For z E T,,(A) and ~,b E H:,-'" , 
where the latter symbol is the cup product ( f ) .  
Remark. This theorern gives a colio~~iological way of telliilg to what 
extent the periodr give local n~oclzrli for the variety V (assttming p is in- 
jective). 
Corollary. I f  the cup  pr.od~rct LL girjell b y  
is orzto, then the periocls of tlle q-forri1.s giue local rlio(lzr11 for. V .  
Examp!es. (i) In case n = dim V = 1, the cup product ( f l )  red~~ces to  
HO(Q')@ ~ ' ( 0 ' )  + H'(Q' o n 1 ) ;  this is the Theot-em of Ra~rc.11 that the 
periods give local coordinates in the Teichmiiller space if the quadratic 
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differentials are generated by abelian differentials (which happens when V 
is non-hyperelliptic). 
(ii) If the canonical bundle of V is trivial, then the periods give local 
moduli. 
(iii) The periods give local moduli in the following cases: VcP3  is anon- 
singular surface of degree d 2 4; V c P, is a non-singular threefold of 
degree d >= 3; V is a hypersurface of degree d 2 3 on a three-dimensional 
abelian variety; V c P, is a complete intersection of surfaces of sufficiently 
high degree; V is a multiple plane with sufficiently general branch curve. 
We are led to  conjecture that, if V is a surface whose canonical series 
is suJYiciently ample,  then the periods give local moduli. 
(iv) The periods fail to give local moduli in the following cases: V is a 
surface having biregular, but not birational, moduli (e.g., c~tbic surface in 
P,); V is the Enriques surface. 
A final local result on the period mapping is of a geometric nature and 
describes the position of the image (D(B - S) in M. We recall that the period 
matrix space D is a a homogeneous complex manifold C/H where G is a 
real, non-compact Lie group and H c G is a compact subgroup, If K c G 
is the maximal compact subgroup, then the K-orbits of maximal dimension 
give a family (5,) of compact, complex analytic submanifolds of D. 
Example. Suppose we are looking at the Hodge decompositions of 
H2(V,,C), = H2(V),. Let R = [H',: Hz>' -I- H : , ~ ]  be one such point in 
D and let Y, be the flags [So, S1] in D with SO + So = Hz,' + HO*'. Then 
Y, c D is a compact anaIytic subvariety which is the K-orbit of 0. 
Observe that Y, z S0(2h)/U(h) where Ir = hZy0. 
Theorem. The i~r lage  @(B- S )  is transverse to tlie coinpact subvarieties K .  
h2 - It Remarks. In the example just above, wc observe that dim Y, = -7,, 
L It2 - h 
while D has a p-convex polarization with p = -2 . In fact, the canonical 
bundle L+ D,  which gives this p-convex polarization, is negative on Y,. 
Concerning the geometry of these period matrix domains D,  we have 
several results, many of which are due to W. Schmid or H. Wu. We list 
these as: 
Geometric results on D. (i) There exists an exhacrstioiz firnctioil t,b on D 
whose E. E. Levi form L(+) = d>r,b has everywhere in - p positive eigen- 
values ( m  = dim D). 
Using the vanishing thearent of Andreotti-Grauert, we get from (i) that: 
(ii) H"(D,S) = 0 for q > p and S any coherent sheaf on D. 
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Let Y c D be the compact submanifold which is the K-orbit of the origin. 
If I c 0, is the ideal sheaf of Y, N -+ Y the nornlal bunclle, and 
N*I1-t Y the pt11 synlmetric power of the dual bundle, then we have exact 
sheaf sequences 0 + Iil'+ 'L% -tli'L"+ o , ( N ' ~ ~ ' ~ )  -+ 0 .  From tlle exact co- 
hotnology sequences and H"+'(D, = 0, we find, for all p ', 0 ,  
H~(D,I~'+'L!') -+ HP(D, I~'I!)-+H~(Y, o ( N * ~ ' ~ ) )  -+ 0 .  This gives: (iii) kIP(D,k) 
has a decreasingjltratio~z whose associated grading is HYY, 0(N*"fi 1). 
From the Borel-Weil theorenz on Y, we find: (iv) dim HP(D,I!) = co 
for k > 0. In fact, for 1' 0 ,  H"(D, k )  is sirflciently ~ n ~ p l e ,  and HP(D, L!) 
can be expanded in a formal power series around Y. 
Now D = G/H is an open complex manifold and the fibcring G/H -+ GIK 
gives a fibering of D by a family {Y,] of compact, complex submar~ifolds. 
We have: (v) There exists a ~ i ~ ~ i q u e  G-invariant splitting of the cornplex 
tangent b~tndle T(D) = V @ H whe~e, for Q E D ,  Tn(D) = V, @ I& and VQ 
is the tangent space to the u~liqiie compact submanifold Y ,  passing through Q. 
It can be shown then that D is hyperbolic in the following sense: (vi) Let 
A be a co~nplex manifold and {$,,I a sequence of holomorphic mappillgs 
6,: A -+ D such that ($,,),,K(A) c H ,, (, . Then, either {$,,) diverges or else 
there exists a srtbsequence {q5,(,,,) of {d),,) wl~ich is u~liformly convergetlt 
011 compact sets. 
That this result is applicable to moduli follows fro111 the following gener- 
alization of' the transversality theorem above: 
Theorem. @: B - S -+ M is transverse fo the c0117puct s i~bu~riet ies  L I ~ L / ,  
in fact, (D,T,(B - S) c H,(,, , 
As a corollary we find using (i) and (vi) above: 
Corollary. Let {V,],,8 be a fanzily of non-singulcir varieties where either. 
B is cor?~pact and sinlpljl colznected or B = c'. Then tlze periods of {V,),,, 
are all coilstant. 
The algebraic-geometric meaning of the transversality theorem is that 
there are atlditiorzal period ~.elatioils to Riemann bilinear relations. For 
example, if R is the period matrix of the holomorphic 2 forms on a (generic) 
algebraic surface V, then 'RQR = 0, 'QQG > 0 (Riemann relations), and 
'dQQQ = 0 (transversality relation). 
Proposition. The canotzical bzrntlle of M is positive on @(B - S). 
3. Representation of tlze Periods by Algebraic Integrals 
Our central problem is to study the period mapping @: B - S + M .  We 
would like to prove theorems of the following sort: 
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(i) There exists an analytic coiiipactificatio~l M;; of M such that (1, extends 
to ~neroinorpliic (or holoinorpl~ic) 111apping @: B + M"; 
(ii) There exists a subfield .F of the field F ( B )  of rational fu~lctions uch 
that 9 deter~niiles the salne equivalence relation on B as @ (the level sets 
of 7 are the fibres of (I)). 
This iilvolves first giving an asyinptotic analysis of the periods on V, 
as V, becomes singular, and then constructing M::. We are able to give 
the asyinptotic behavior of the periods and this involves representing the 
periods of (q - I., r) forms as periods of rational integrals, to which we 
now turn. 
The idea is to use a ge~teralized residue cnlcultis. Let V be an algebraic 
n-manifold and S c V a non-singular subvariety. Denote by AYkS) the 
vector space of closed, rational q-forms on V with poles of order less than 
or equal to Ic along S .  Each 4 E A"&) defines a cohoinology class 
R(~)EH"-'(S) by integration ooer the j b r e  in the nor~nal bundle: If 
6 E Hq-r(S,Z) is a ( q  - 1)-cycle on S, we let ~ ( 6 )  be a tube i n  V-  S lying 
1 
over 6; ~ ( 6 )  E Hq(V - S). Then (R(q5), b) = --= 4.  2n J - 1 . ~ ( 8 ,  
For q = n, k = 1, R(4) is a holomorphic (n - 1)-form on S given ex- 
plicitly by the PoincarC resiclue opel.ator. For general q and 1c = 1 ,  we get 
the residue operator of Leray (who uses C" forms). 
Generalizing this, we let Aq-'(s) be the vector space of rational (q - 1)- 
forms on S and prove: 
Theorem. There is n linenroperator(resid~~e operator): R :  A"(~s)+A"'(s) 
w i t h  the followir~g properties: 
(i) R is well-defined if Ic = 1 cr17tl rlefifined ~ n o ~ l ~ i l o  exact forri~s if k > 1; 
(ii) R takes closed (esnct) fol-ins irzto closed (exact) forms; 
(iii) For q = 11, k = 1, R is the Poi11cai.C residue oper.rrtor; 
(iv) If 4 E A"%), R(cp) is holonlorphic on S ;  
(v) If (b E Aq(kS), R(+) is of 2rztl lcirztl or? S ;  
(vi) If S G Hq-,(X,Z) lies o~rtsicle n sliitrrble siibvariety S' c S ,  tkerz 
Concerning the operator R, we have: 
Theorem. (i) R : AYliS) -+ H" - ' P O  (s) + ... + H " ~ , ~ - ~  (S) so that, in par-- 
t ic~rlnr, 
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(ii) If S c V is a positive subvariety, then 
H q - k , ~ -  I (S) = Hrkyk- ' (~ )  + R{Aq(kS)/Aq((k - 1)s)); 
(iii) I f6  E Hq-,(S,Z) lies outside S' c S ,  then (R(4),6) = f,R(+) 
Remarks. Part (i) of the second theorem tells us that the t ype  of R(4) 
in the Hodge decomposition of Hq-'(S,C) can be read off from the order 
of the pole which has on S; part (ii) tells us that, if S c Vis positive, then 
all of the cohomology of S comes by restriction or by residues. In particular, 
if S lies in an algebraic family {St) of hypersurfaces, then the periods of 
the forms restricted from Vare constant while the periods of the cohomology 
classes R(4) ( 4  E Aq(kS)) are obviously holomorphic. Thus part (i) of this 
theorem explains the motivation for using flags in the construction of period 
matrix varieties while (ii) makes plausible the fact that the period mapping 
is holomorphic. Finally, because of the first theorem and (iii) of the second 
theorem, the possibility of representing the periods of H " ~ ~ ~ + ~  (S) by 
periods of algebraic integrals on S is certainly raised. 
To carry through the representation of the cohomology of V by algebraic 
integrals, we take a fixed projective embedding V c P, and let H c V be 
a general hyperplane section. Denote by Ao(K) = A$(kH) the vector space 
of closed, rational q-forms on V, having poles of order It f 1 on H ,  and 
reduced modulo exact forms. 
Theorem. TIzere exists sirbspaces Y/eq(k) c A;(kH) and linear isomor- 
plzisn~s {HqlO(v) + .-. + ~ ; ] 0 - ~ , ~  (V)) < YfYk) such t ha t :  
(i) Y/eq(k - 1) c 2?(1c) and the forms i n  3/fq(k) have no residues on H ;  
(ii) If 6 E H,(V, Z), is a rationcrl prinzitive cycle, then 6 is honzologozrs 
to a cycle 6 in V - H and,  for a n y  
Remarks. The mapping r is constructed as follows: Let Q",e the sheaf 
of closed, holomorphic s-forms on V. Then we prove: 
(a) There is a natural isomorphism: 
(b) Next, by generalizing Weil's proof of the deRham theorem, we show 
that there is a natural mapping 
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(y) Then we show that, under the isomorphism in (a), the kernel of 0 is 
where w E H2(V, C) is dual to  H. 
It follows that O{H'(V,Q:-~)} = J-fq(k) is our desired subspace. 
Example. Let V c P, be the non-singular surface given in affine coor- 
nxci y dinates by x4 + y4 + z4 = 1. Then iP2(0) is generated by -J; Pz(l) is 
z 
a ,J y ( / x ~ Y  generated by iP2(0) PILE the forms x y z with 2 s a + P + y 5 4  
z 3 
2 2 2 dxdy and a, p, y 5 3; and z 2 ( 2 )  is generated by Y2(1)  ~ I L I S  the form x y z 
2 ,  ' 
Observe that dim1i2(l)/Yf2(0) = 19 so that diml12(V,C), = 21, which 
checks with the fact that V is a K3 slrrface. 
We observe that 2'2(1~) = Z 2 ( k  + 1) = = Ye2(*) for li > (1.  
4. Diferential Equations of the Periods 
Suppose now that we consider, as in the beginning of $3, an algebraic 
n family {K),,, given by V 4 B .  We take a sufficiently general projective 
embedding V c P, and choose a generic hyperplane section H of V such 
that: 
(i) The hyperplane section H ,  = H . V, is a general plane section of V, 
for ~ E B - S ;  
(ii) The polarization induced by H, on I/, is the given polarization; and 
(iii) If we let Cyk) = C4,(kH) be the vector space of rational q-forms 
11 such that I// has a pole of order k + 1 on H and ~ I V,  is closed for a general 
point t ,  then the mappings C y k )  -+ A4,,(1cFIt) 4 are onto for t E B - S, 
k 1 0 .  
Remarks. In general, a form 11 E A'7,(liH) = Aq(Ii) (?  is a general v, 
H = H,)  will not be the restriction to V of a closeci form II /  on V; in partic- 
ular, if i,h is holomorphic, it will not be the restriction of a holomorphic 
form on V. 
Let 8(B) be the algebra of rational differential operators on B and let 
Z':(lc) c A$t(liH,) be the subspace representing the primitive cohomology 
as given in the theorern of $4. We set Y?'"(k) = Y&,?(IcH) where Vis a general 
V,, .Fv(:7 = 2';(kH) for k > q ,  etc. 
Theorem. (i) &(B) is a n  algebra of operators of t  Ifq(*). I f  gl(B) c b(B)  
is the subspace of operators of degree 1,  then 
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(ii) I f  $, is n rntiorznl fninily of sections of Ye:(*), i f  6, E H,(K - H,) is 
n fnittily of prinzitioe cycles, and if D E 6 ( B ) ,  tlzeiz 
provided both sides make sense. 
Remarks. This result forms the algebraic basis for studiing the diflerential 
equations of the periods. 
To get an idea of how b(B) acts on ;/?'"*), we suppose that B = PI with 
coordinate t .  Let I / ,  be a rational family of q-forms such that $, is it1 
A;t(*);  i.e., $, is a closed q-form on I/, with poles on H I .  By (iii) we can 
choose a rational q-form $ on V such that I) has poles on H and $ 1 V,  = I), . 
Now d$ I I/, = 0 since $, is closed, and so we can write: (11) = 4 A dt ,  where 
4 is a q-form with poles on H .  We set d/dt(~,b,) = 4, = $ 1  I/,. If we had 
another 6 with d$ = 4 p, clt, tlien 4, - 6, will be exact, so that d/dt($,)  
is defined modulo exact forms. Also, if $, = ci&, then we would find that 
d/dt($,) is exact, so that a/at operates on d";t(*). 
a The proof of - ar (1,:) = (2~)  is done by Stokes's Theorem. 
TO define the differential equations, we let ,$,, ,..,,,,$, be a family of 
rational forms giving a basis for Yf;c(k). A clifferential eq~ration (o f  level k )  
is given by (D,, ..., D,,) where D, E G"(B) and Cg'=, D; = 0 ill 
We let PLPL c G(B) + ... + &(B) be the G(B)-module of differential equations 
L- --' 
112 
of level It. 
Theorem. (i) Pk is n finitely genera tecl &(B)-nzoclule. 
(ii) If dinlB = 1 (i.e., B is a c~irve) ,  nnd i f<, ( t ) ,  ..., <,,,(t) are locnl nnnlytic 
firnctions on B stlclz tllcrt C':=, D,t,(t) = 0 for every ( D l ,  .-., D,,,) G ZL, 
then there exists n priinitive cycle 6, E H,(V, - H,) such that 
S,(t) = 1 E l / , .  
6 t 
Remarks. To prove (ii), one writes down explicitly generators for 2,. 
In doing this, the following numbers appear naturally: 
nz, = dim {gL(B) ;/fq(lc)] where &',(B) . j/f"(lc) c ;/fq(Ic + 1 ) .  
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By the resr~lts in 92, these ni~mbcrs have a cohomo1ogical interpretation, 
and by pursuing this, we can prove (ii). 
For dim I/, = 1, (ii) was the key result in Manin's treatment of rational 
points 011 curves defined over function fields. 
These results are formal algebraic results on the natiire of the module 
of differential equations. To obtain our main analytic theorem, we restrict 
{I/,),, to  a disk {I/,),,, such that V,  is non-singular for t # 0 .  We let 
{~,b,),,~ be a family of dilrerentials in A":(+) such that I/!, is a closed, rational 
q-form on V, for t # 0 .  We set I)?) = d21),/at" and let nl be the least integer 
such that we have C:=, r,(t)r,b,(") E 0 (exact forms), r,,,(t) = 1. 
Theorem. (i) r,(i) is n single-val~retl arialytic firrlctioir wit11 a pole of 
order nz - u at t = 0. 
(ii) If S eH,(V, - H,) is a prinzitive (1-cj-cle, then the period n(t) = JB,t,bt 
satisjes the rlifereiztial equatiort, 
\vhich is uiz ordii1ar.y D.E. having a regular singular point crt t = 0. 
Remarks. This is the rnain atlalytic resr~lt on the asymptotic behavior 
of the period n(t). For example, having chosen a branch of the multiple- 
valued analytic function n(f), i t  follows that: 
so that n(t) does not have an essential singiilatity at t = 0. 
Corollary. The generators of ZLP,, the moclule of clifferenticil eqtrritiorts 
of level k, are each Fuchsian differential equations on B. 
Remarks. A Fuchsian D.E. on B is a rational differential operator O on 
B which has the local for111 
where the O,(t) are holomorphic fiinctions of t .  This is a purely algebraic 
statement for which 1 know of no algebraic proof. 
Example. Let Vj c P, be the siirface with equatio~l x" + ~7~ + z4 f 1 
= 4txys. This is a family of K3 surfnce~ and V,  is non-singular for t4 # I, 
clxd y 
t # oo. We let I), = be the holo~norphic 2-form on Vj. Then the 
z 3  - txy 
D.E. of the periods of I), is: 
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5,  Global Study of the Period Mapping 
We consider an algebraic family {I/;),,,, as in $2, and we suppose that 
{V;),,,-, is a fibre space where S c B is a non-singular subvariety. We 
want to  discuss the global nature of the period mapping @ : ( B  - S )  -, M .  
To describe explicitly, we recall that M = D/T where the period matrix 
space D is an open set on an algebraic variety X.  Now X is a submanifold 
of a flag manifold 9 ,  the points fJISO,S1,  . . a ,  St]  in being sub- 
spaces S O  c S' c ... c S' c H4(V;C), where V = V;, is a general member 
of {I/;),,. There is a natural embedding of 9 into a product of Grassmann 
manifolds which sends Q into (SO, s', ..., s t ) ,  the subspace sk giving a point 
9, in a Grassmann manifold 57, of linear. subspaces through the origin in 
H"V,C), 
Thus the mapping @ ( t )  is given by a multiple-valued mapping !2(t) of 
B - S into 9 ,  and Q(t) is in turn given by multiple-valued mappings !2,(t) 
into Grassmann manifolds gh. 
To give Q,(t) explicitly, we choose forms $', ..-,$, in C!(kH) such 
that $' 1 V; ,  - ~ - , $ " l  V, give a basis for Ye; t(lc) ( t  G B - S ) .  We then choose 
cycles 6,(t), ..., 6,(t) which give a basis for H,(I/,,Q), , the primitive rational 
q-cycles. Then we form the period matrix: 
Rk(t> = (n,,(t)>, 
where n,,(t) = J,,,(,,$". The matrix O,(t) is of rank h and the space spanned 
by the rows of Rk(t)  gives the linear subspace a,(?) in 9,. In other words, 
a k ( t )  is given the Pliicker* coordinates of R,(t). 
Now Rk(t)  is not single-valued on B - S because the fundamental group 
nl (B  - S )  acts on H,(V, Q),; given a closed loop /Z in B - S ,  continuation 
of 61(t),.,.,6b(t) around leads to a substitution 6,(t)-+ C,b=,&,S,,(t). 
Letting T = (Ig,), analytic continuation sends R,(t) into Rk(t)T. 
We are interested in the behavior of a ( ? )  as t approaches S ,  and for this 
we let /Z be a loop surrounding a branch of S .  In fact, there is no essential 
loss of generality if we restrict {I/,),,, to a family {I/;),, over the disk A 
and where B n A = (0) .  Then A is a loop around zero in the t-disk, and 
we may symbolically write: ~ , ( e ~ " ~ - ' t )  = Rh(t)T. 
The question of finding T is a purely topological problem; in the simplest 
case when the singular variety Vo has an ordinary double point, T is given 
by the Picard-Lefschetz theorem. We can show in general that: 
Theorem. All eigenvalues of T are roots of one. 
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Actually, much stronger results have been found by Landman in his 
Berkeley thesis. Using the explicit methods of Lefschetz explained in the 
Borel tract, Landman proves: 
Theorem. There  exists a n  integer N such that  (T  - I ) ~ "  = 0 wkere 
T :  H,(V) -+ H,(V) is the  Picard-Lefschetz transformation. 
More precisely even, suppose we resolve the singularities of Vo so that 
Po = =n,v; + +  in,^: where the V: are hypersurfaces in general posi- 
tion with respect to each other. Then, 
Theorem. T: H,(V) -t H,(V) has the property tha t  each eigenvalue of 
T i s  a n  inj "' root of one,  and (Tn' - I)' = 0 where m = 1.c. m(i.nl, ..., in,) 
and  r i s  rhe largest nunzber such that  V ; ' n  n V F # O .  
Theorem. B y  replacing t b y  tN ,  roe have, 
wkere each QkSj ( t )  is a single-valued ~neroinorphic inatrix. 
This asymptotic formula for the periods allows us to analyze the mapping 
@: B - S + M and to prove, 
Theorem. Let  to E S and consider @(t )  as  a mapp ing  of B - S into D 
modulo I?. T h e n  
(i) lim,,,,@(t) = @(to) exists and  is a unique point i n B  modulo F; 
(ii) @(to) depends holornorphica2ly on to E S ;  and 
(iii) the  point @(to) ED is  a $xed poinf of y E r ,  where y is a rational 
element of G such that  YN is unipotent. 
Remarks. This is our main result on the asymptotic nature of the period 
mapping @. It is not as strong as we desire because we should like to show: 
(i) @(to) belongs to a rational boun(iary coinponent of D ;  
(ii) @(t) converges to @(to) in the sense of Satake and Borel-Baily. 
We know of no example where (i) and (ii) fail, but we are unable to prove 
these statements except in several special cases. If (i) and (ii) hold, then it 
follows that, if a compactification M* of M exists (with the properties 
found by Borel and BaiIy where D is a Cartan domain), then @ extends 
to a holomorphic mapping @ : B -t M e .  
By explicit computation, we can show: 
Theorem. Suppose that  KO is i ~ reduc ib l e  and has ordinary singularities 
without multiple components. T h e n  @(to) lies i n  a rational bounclary 
component D ,  cb. T h i s  boundary  conzpoilerit corresponds to the period 
ma t r i x  space for the normalizatio~l KO of KO. 
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Examples. (i) There exists a family {V,),,, of clrrues with or.ciirzar.y double 
points where B is irreducible and such that every non-singular curve of 
genus p is in the family (Severi). The modular variety M has a compacti- 
fication to a normal algebraic variety M'VSatake, Baily), and @(B)  c M" 
is an algebraic subvariety. In  particular, this implies that the set of Jacobian 
varieties among normally polarized abelian varieties is an algebraic sub- 
variety (Baily). 
(ii) Let {t/;),EB be a family of polarized K3 surfaces (e.g., double planes 
with a non-singular sextic branch curve). The modular variety M has a 
compactification to a normal algebraic variety M:': (Borel-Baily) and, at 
least for the classical families of K3 surfaces, we have that @: B + M ' 5 s  
a rational map. In particular, (I, is surjective so that all points on M ' b r e  
periods of (possibly degenerated) K3 surfaces. The points on the boundary 
M:% - M ca n be identified as periods of K3 surfaces having acquired a 
double curve. 
(iii) Let {I(),,, be the family of cirbic tlzl-eefolds in P4. Then D is a Siege1 
upper. half-space and M has a compactification M ' a s  above. The period 
mapping @: B -+ M" is rational, so that the intermediate Jacobians of c ~ ~ b i c  
tlireefolds form an algebraic family. In this case also, the general boundary 
point can be identified as corresponding to certain non-singular threefolds 
whose "genus" has dropped by one. 
Numerous other examples along these lines can be given. 
6. Coi)zplex Tori, Algebraic Cycles, aizcl Holomor.phic Vector. Buizdles 
We return to the tori of $1 and, with a slight shift in notation, se t  
Tq(V) = H~"-'(V,R)/H'~-'(V,Z). We may identify the invariant complex- 
valued 1-forms on Tq(V) with (V,C); letting S = H ~ " - ~ " ~ , ~  + 
. . . + ~ l l - ~ + - ' , l l - q  , we have s + S = (V, C), S n S = 0 .  This gives 
a cotriplex structure, with p-convex polarization, to Tq(V), the holomorphic 
1-forms on T,(V) simply being S. The torus T,(V) with this complex structure 
is the one given in $1. 
We may give S intrinsically as follows (cf. remark (u) in 53): For a 
C" form d) of degree r. on V, write 4) = C,+,=,d),,, where (I,,,, is the (s, t) 
part of (i,. Let A'" be the C" forms (i, of degree r. and with = 0 for 
t < s (i.e., (i, has at least s dz's), and ACr"the closed forms. Then we have 
that: 
Proposition. There is a natur.al isor?~or.plzism 
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Let now E,(V) be the algebraic cycles of codi~nension q on V which are 
l~oinologous to zero. If Z E C,(V), Z = aC for some 2n - 2q + 1 chain C 
on V. Let o l ,  - . - ,on '  be a basis for S and define qb:C,(V) 4 T,(V) by 
C :  7 
mapping in the theory of curves. 
Theorem. 4 is well-dejined and is lzolornorphic. 
Remarks. Using the isomorphism in the proposition above, we may 
replace mu by o" + dqa where qa€ A~"-~","-"+' . Then ~ , d q " = ~ z q d = O ,  
which proves that 4 is well-defined. The fact that 4 is holomorphic means 
holomorphic in the weak sense: if {Z,),,, is an analytic family of q-codi- 
mensional algebraic cycles, then +(Z, - Z,,) is holomorphic in 2. 
The analogue of the transversality theorem in $2 is: 
Theorem. &, : Tz(Xq(V)) 4 Hq- (V)$(,, . In  particular., the polarizing 
line btlncile on T,(V) is positive on +(C,(V)). 
Remarks. In this case we can show how, by an integration over the 
fibre, the theta cohorizology HP(Tq(V), L) gives holomorphic sections of 
L 1 4Gq( V)). 
To compute (,!I, we select a point Z E  C,(V) such that Z = Ck,=, inaZ, 
with the 2, submanifolds. Let N - t Z  be the normal bundle; then 
Tz(C,(V)) r HO(Z,N) (Kodaira). Thus $,: ~ ' ( 2 ,  N) + H"""v). 
Theorem. The alljoint of 6, is the PoincarC residue operator 
R :  ff1zd4f l , , l-q(~) + Hn-4,f l -r l  (2, N "). 
Remarks. To give R ,  we let w E H " - ~ ~ " " - "  (V) and let fl  = 0, . . a ,  f, = 0 
be local defining equations for Z .  Then w = CgTl wj A dfj and 
Let now E +  V be a holomorphic vector bundle with fibre ck and 
Zl(E), .-., Z,(E) the Clzern cycles of E 4  V. Thus Zq(E) is an algebraic 
cycle of codime~lsion q ,  defined up to rational equivalence. For example, 
if E -+ V has a 1~olomorphic cross-section o ,  then Zk(E) = (o = 0). 
Suppose now that E,  .+ V is a fixed holomorphic vector bundle and let 
C(E,) be the set of holomorphic vector bundles E + V which are topo- 
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logically isomorphic to Eo-+ V. For EEC(E,), define +,(E)ET,(V) by 
+,(E) = +(Z,(E) - Z,(E,)). The images (Pq(C(Eo)) as E ,  runs over all 
bundles generate 4(C,(V)); thus, we want to calculate (P,(C(Eo)). We will 
do this infinitesimally. Since Tg(C(Eo)) z HO"(T/, H o m ( ~ ,  E)) (Kuranishi), 
we must have (4,),: HO"(V, H O ~ ( E ,  E)) -+ H ~ - ~ ~ ~ ( v ) ,  For a k x k matrix 
A ,  write Ck,=, p q ( ~ ) t k U q  = det ((i12n)A $- t l ) ,  and let P,(Al, . . a ,  A,) be the 
symmetric multilinear form obtained by polarizing P,(A). Let 
O E H1,'(V, Hom(E, E)) be a curvature in E (Atiyah). 
Theorem. ($,)*(q) = qP,(@,. .., 0 ,q )  (q E H'"(v, Hom(E, E))). 
w 
q-1 
Remarks. For q = 1, this formula is equivalent to Abel's Theorem. The 
general proof requires the development of a residue calculus along q-co- 
dimensional subvarieties which are not complete intersections; it is in the 
development of this residue calculus that the Chern polynomials P,(A) 
appear. 
To close, we want to give two functional properties of the tori Tq(V) and 
maps $ : C,(V) + Tq(V) . Let W = W,-, be a non-singular subvariety of 
codimension r in V = V,. Then the inclusion i :  W -+ V induces: 
)ix : Tq(V) 4 T,( W )  from i* : H"-' (v) -+ H'~- ' (W);  
( i*:  T,(w) 4 Tq+r from the Gpsin komor?zorphisl?~ 
On the other hand, we have C,(W) -+ C,+r(V)(ii~clusion) and C,(V) -+ C,(W) 
(intersection with W). Relating these, we have: 
Theorem. The following diagrams conznzrrte: 
Remark. SeveraI interesting and similar properties of the WeiI Jacobians 
have been found by D. Lieberman. 
